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Researchers have demonstrated that facial temperatures, which can be easily measured using a
non-invasive thermal camera, are strongly correlated to mental workload.

FULL STORY

A thermal image sample recorded during a laboratory study
which shows the facial landmarks tracking results.
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Researchers at the University of Nottingham's Institute for Aerospace Technology (IAT),
together with academic staff from the Bioengineering and Human Factors Research
Groups, have demonstrated that facial temperatures, which can be easily measured
using a non-invasive thermal camera, are strongly correlated to mental workload.

It was found that the effect is most pronounced above the sinuses around the nose, and that facial temperatures
were reduced as participants carried out tasks of increasing difficulty.

The results show that when people are fully focused on a task, their breathing rate changes as the autonomic
nervous system takes over. There may also be a diversion of blood flow from the face to the cerebral cortex as the
mental demand increases, although this is the subject of further research.

Non-invasive, non-obtrusive monitoring of cognitive workload is of vital importance in fields where excessive
cognitive demands on an operator can contribute to oversights and use errors -- particularly when these errors can
have tragic results. This study, published in Human Factors, explores how advances in performance and resolution
in thermal cameras have made this a reality.
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Recent advances in digital thermography have made the cameras used light enough and small enough to be
placed in an aircraft's cockpit. In addition, improvements in resolution and computing power will allow the
implementation of expert systems which can be programmed to recognise the operator and how he or she will
react to varying mental demands.

Adrian Marinescu, a Marie Skłodowska-Curie Early Stage Researcher who has been examining physiological
responses to workload in his PhD in aerospace human factors, and the first author of the paper, said 'The
preliminary results are promising. Our goal is to estimate workload using non-invasive and non-intrusive
physiological monitoring. Of all the approaches we've tried, facial thermography is the least intrusive, and has
proved to be an excellent method -- it's convenient, gives real-time data, and the cameras have been getting
smaller, lighter and more affordable.'

Professor Sarah Sharples, Professor of Human Factors, and supervisor and initiator of the study said, 'The
measurement of workload without needing to interrupt people to ask them to report how busy they are, has been
challenging human factors specialists for many years. By bringing together our expertise in bioengineering, human
factors and machine learning, we have developed a much better understanding of how physical changes
associated with workloads manifest themselves as physiological symptoms, and how these symptoms translate
into the parameters that we can measure.'

Dr Alastair Campbell Ritchie of the Bioengineering Research Group, said 'We expected that mental demands on
an operator would result in physiological changes, but the direct correlation between the workload and the skin
temperature was very impressive, and counter-intuitive -- we were not expecting to see the face getting colder.
With this accurate way to estimate workload, we can develop methods that will assist the operator at times of
maximum stress.'

The project formed part of a larger European Union funded, Marie Curie Actions Initial Training Network (ITN)
called InNovAte (the systematic Integration of Novel Aerospace Technologies), Grant agreement number 608322.
This human factors project benefitted from a University-industry partnership with Airbus.

Professor Herve Morvan, Director of the IAT said, 'InNovAte has seen tremendous success in combining the
various strands of aerospace research and enabling our ESRs to take a more holistic approach to aircraft design
and operation. Pilot workload has received greater exposure recently and developing an advanced system to
monitor it is a significant step in a sector where safety is paramount.'

The researchers are continuing this study to allow for the broader application of the monitoring to further enhance
the accuracy of workload estimation.

Research continues into the estimation of operator workload in fine manual tasks requiring acute concentration as
well as mental workload in situations requiring temporal and spatial awareness.
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Your Brain on Google Glass

Aug. 11, 2016 — A group of biomedical engineers use functional near-infrared spectroscopy to measure mental
workload as subjects navigate a college ... read more 

Study Links Insomnia to Impaired Work Performance in Night Shift Workers
Apr. 27, 2015 — A new study of night shift workers suggests that overnight occupational and cognitive impairment
is more strongly correlated to insomnia than it is to ... read more 

Cognitive Assessment Provides Window Into Proficiency Level of Robot-Assisted Surgeons
July 8, 2014 — Cognitive assessment can effectively measure the expertise of robotic surgeons with varying levels
of experience, researchers have determined. For the cognitive testing, the participants’ cognitive ... read more 

Written All Over Your Face: Humans Express Four Basic Emotions Rather Than Six

Feb. 3, 2014 — Human beings are emotional creatures whose state of mind can usually be observed through their
facial expressions. A commonly-held belief posits there are six basic emotions which are universally ...
read more 
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